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Abstract: Efficient utilization of renewable generation inside microgrids remains challenging. In most existing studies, the goal is to optimize the energy cost of microgrids by working in synergy with the main grid. This work aimed at maximizing the self-consumption of on-site photovoltaic (PV) generation using an electrical storage, as well as demand response solutions, in a building that was also capable of interacting with the main grid. Ten-minute resolution data were used to capture the temporal behavior of the weather. Extensive mathematical models were employed to estimate the demand for hot-water consumption, space cooling, and heating loads. The proposed framework is cast as mixed-integer linear programming model while minimizing the interaction with the grid. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, it was applied to a typical Finnish household. Matching indices were used to evaluate the degree of overlap between generation and demand under different PV penetrations and storage capacities. Despite negative correlation of PV generation with Finnish seasonal consumption, a significant portion of demand can be satisfied solely with on-site PV generation during the spring and summer seasons.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, a rapid growth of electricity demand was observed around the globe, which resulted in increasing energy prices and caused harmful environmental impacts such as carbon emissions. The demand increase results in more fossil-fuel consumption and faster depletion of non-renewable energy sources (non-RESs). On the other hand, the more the fossil-fuel levels decrease, the higher the price becomes. Moreover, new policies on carbon mitigation to address the concerns related to global warming enabled a contemporary shift from conventional power plants to RESs such as solar, wind, and tidal waves. However, replacing a high percentage of conventional generation with large-scale RESs adversely contributed toward the complexity of power systems by adding uncertainty that resulted in limited flexibility and increased vulnerability to overloading of networks [1]. Hence, the existing power system needs to be optimized to obtain sustainable and reliable operating conditions. An economical and promising solution to such a leapfrogging power system is taking the advantage of microgrids (MGs). An MG, as a small-scale independent power system with most of its electricity coming from local generation, mainly provided by RESs, can operate either in an islanded or interconnected mode.

The present line of research on MGs is primarily focused on minimizing the operating cost by exploiting demand response (DR) resources and employing storage facilities to cope with intermittent RESs while participating in electricity markets. Although the islanded operation of MGs may bring...
benefits under certain situations, in the literature, less attention is given to it. In Reference [2], to simultaneously minimize the MG operating cost and environmental impacts, as a result of importing power from the grid, a Pareto objective function was proposed. In Reference [3], the authors considered energy cost minimization in a photovoltaic (PV)-based grid-connected residential household under real-time prices. The proposed model, due to using inaccurate conventional forecasting tools, could not account for reasonable load modeling. Similarly, in Reference [4], the energy consumption of appliances through a home energy management system (HEMS) with different programming techniques was minimized for households connected to the grid. The model considered end-user discomfort levels in terms of delaying the appliance’s operation. In Reference [5], an optimal energy trading mechanism among interconnected MGs was presented wherein the DR models did not consider the end-user comfort levels, which is a crucial issue. An optimal bidding strategy for a prosumer was proposed in References [6,7] while probing the DR potential of building thermal dynamics, electric-vehicle charging, and storage facilities. The aforementioned works considered the effects of grid-connected MGs; however, the potential of islanded MGs was neglected.

One of the benefits of MGs is their intention toward matching on-site renewable generation with electricity demand. The problem of temporal matching of on-site generation and demand with one-minute time resolution was addressed in Reference [8]. The work considered PV generation and loads in a typical Finnish detached house. The revolutionary idea of net zero-energy building (ZEB) toward independent operation was studied thoroughly in References [9,10]. According to definitions in these works, a net ZEB is a grid-connected building that generates as much energy as it uses over a year. Moreover, it was highlighted that the net or nearly ZEB is capable of interacting efficiently with the distribution grid to reduce the network stresses. If a net ZEB is located in high latitude, it has high PV generation in the summer and high demand in the winter which may balance each other [11]. Such a building may supply large amounts of energy when the grid does not actually need it. Hence, there will not be a significant difference between a net ZEB and a conventional one. To utilize the full potential of green buildings, it is important to address the temporal load-matching issues in a diverse environment. In the aforementioned works, an effective framework was not considered for the utilization of on-site renewable generation in MGs or simply a green building.

This paper proposes a framework to maximize the self-utilization of on-site PV generation in a grid-connected detached house during different times of the year. This concept was naturally tailored toward a net ZEB agenda. The goal of this study was to determine the degree of being independent while relying on PV generation as much as possible. This was achieved by minimizing the power exchanges with the grid that resulted in maximizing the on-site PV consumption while exploiting flexible loads and storage devices. The load-matching index (LMI) and local-generation-matching index (LGMI) of PV were used to evaluate the degree of match or balance between PV generation and local demand. The LMI measures the fraction of the total load satisfied by the on-site generation whereas the LGMI provides information about the share of local generation that is consumed by the load. Since the weather parameters, such as solar irradiance, vary on a minute time resolution, and the calculation of the above balance metrics is time-resolution-dependent, the necessity of carrying out the study at a high time resolution is obvious. For this purpose, historical time-series data of solar irradiance and external temperature of Helsinki with ten-minute time resolution for the year 2017 were obtained from Finnish meteorological institute [12]. In the proposed model, two flexible loads, namely, electric water heater (EWH) and heating, and ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), along with electric storage were taken into account. The main reason behind this was their major contribution to annual residential demand in Finland [13]. Also, it is worthwhile mentioning that the two loads have great flexibility mainly due to the thermal inertia of hot water and building mass [14–16]. The EWH is an inherent component for domestic hot-water (DHW) consumption. The temperature of hot water can be slightly altered to offer DR during hours with low PV output. For modeling the HVAC load, a two-capacity building model, which is a very efficient model for estimating the space heating or cooling demand and indoor air temperature changes with regard to outdoor temperature, was used [17]. Users
usually tolerate a small deviation from the set point temperature. Hence, the ambient temperature may slightly vary inside a predefined comfort band to offer DR when required.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the details of PV and DR loads used in this study; Section 3 presents the optimization model in detail; case studies and simulation results are presented in Section 4; and the conclusion is summarized in Section 5.

2. Preliminary Basics

The PV generation and load models considered in this study are briefly described in this section. These models do not constitute an original contribution of this study, but they are repeated for better understanding.

2.1. Photovoltaic Generation Model

A simple model for calculating the PV output was used in Reference [18]. The model is based on irradiance and temperature data, as well as PV characteristics, which can be found in manufacturer’s datasheet. The model is as follows:

\[
p_{PV}^t = \frac{P_{\text{PV max}}}{G_{\text{ref}}} \cdot \frac{\ln(I_{\text{sc}}) - \ln(I_{\text{sc}}G_{\text{ref}})}{T_{\text{j ref}} - T_{\text{ref}}};
\]

\[
T_{j} = T_{\text{ext}} + \frac{\text{NOCT} - 20}{80} \cdot S.
\]

2.2. Building Thermal Model

To accurately assess the space heating or cooling requirement inside a building, a two-capacity building model was utilized [17,19], which is also illustrated in Figure 1. It uses two thermal capacitances. One capacitance is assigned to the building fabric \(C_m\), while the other capacitance \(C_a\) represents the indoor air. There are two unknown temperatures in the model, namely, building thermal mass temperature \(T^m\) and indoor air temperature \(T^a\). Without loss of generality, it is assumed that ventilation airflows operate at constant temperature \(T^x\). The internal heat gains from occupants and electrical appliances are assumed as negligible. The energy balance of this model is often represented by Equations (3) and (4).

\[
Q_{\text{hvac}} + C_m \cdot \frac{dT^m}{dt} + C_a \cdot \frac{dT^a}{dt} = 0.
\]
\[ T^m_t = \frac{T^m_{t-1} + \frac{\Delta t}{c_v}(H^m T^m_{t-1} + H^c T^c_t + H^s T^s_t + Q_{\text{hvac}})}{1 + \frac{\Delta t}{c_v}(H^m + H^c + H^s + H^v)}; \quad (3) \]

\[ T^m_{t-1} = \frac{T^m_t + \frac{\Delta t}{c_v}(H^m T^m_{t-1} + H^c T^c_{t-1})}{1 + \frac{\Delta t}{c_v}(H^m + H^c)} \cdot (4) \]

2.3. Thermal Model for Electric Water Heater

This study uses the model presented in Reference [20] to represent the thermal behavior of the electric water heater. The DHW usage triggers the operation of EWH to maintain the temperature of hot water. The temperature of DHW inside the tank depends on the initial temperature of the DHW, the volume of water used in time step \( \Delta t \), total volume of tank, input power, temperature of inlet cold water, and the tank thermal losses. The temperature of DHW at any instant \( t \) is a direct measure of the state of charge of the DHW tank. The temperature can be calculated as follows:

\[ T_{\text{dhw}} = T_{\text{dhw}}^{t-1} - \frac{V_{\text{tan}} k - V_{\text{use}} t \Delta t}{V_{\text{tan}} k + P_{\text{ewh}} t} V_{\text{tan}} k + P_{\text{ewh}} t \cdot \Delta t. \quad (5) \]

For simplicity, thermal losses are ignored in Equation (5). All parameters are given except for the temperature of hot water and the power consumption in the time slot.

3. Optimization Model

This section proposes an optimization model to maximize the consumption of on-site PV production inside a residential building tied to a grid. To do so, the objective was set to minimize the power exchange with the grid. Mathematically, the objective was represented as follows:

\[ \text{Minimize} \sum_{t \in T} (P_{\text{import}}^t + P_{\text{export}}^t). \quad (6) \]

The objective was subject to some technical constraints and limits which ensure convenience of the user. The constraints associated with photovoltaic output, the building thermal model, and the water heater are described in the preceding section. The remaining constraints are described as follows:

\[ \left| Q_{\text{hvac}}^t \right| \leq Q_{\text{hvac}}^{\max}, \forall t \in T; \quad (7) \]
\[ 0 \leq P_{\text{ewh}}^t \leq P_{\text{ewh}}^{\max}, \forall t \in T; \quad (8) \]
\[ T_{\text{min}}^t \leq T_{\text{dhw}}^{t-1} \leq T_{\text{max}}^t, \forall t \in T; \quad (9) \]
\[ T_{\text{dhw}}^{t-1} \leq T_{\text{dhw}}^t \leq T_{\text{dhw}}^{\max}, \forall t \in T; \quad (10) \]
\[ \sum_{t \in T} \left( \left| Q_{\text{hvac}}^t \right| \right) = D_{\text{hvac}}; \quad (11) \]
\[ \sum_{t \in T} \left( P_{\text{ewh}}^t \right) = D_{\text{ewh}}; \quad (12) \]
\[ SOC_{\text{ES}}^t = SOC_{\text{ES}}^{t-1} + \eta_{\text{ch}} P_{\text{ch}}^t - \frac{P_{\text{dch}}^t}{\eta_{\text{dch}}}, \forall t \in T; \quad (13) \]
\[ 0 \leq P_{\text{ch}}^t \leq P_{\text{ch}}^{\max}, \forall t \in T; \quad (14) \]
\[ 0 \leq P_{\text{dch}}^t \leq P_{\text{dch}}^{\max}, \forall t \in T; \quad (15) \]
\[ b_{\text{ch}}^t + b_{\text{dch}}^t \leq 1, \forall t \in T; \quad (16) \]
\[
SOC_{min} \leq SOC_{ES}^t \leq SOC_{max}, \forall t \in T;
\]
\[
P_t^{PV} \leq b_t^{ch} \left( |Q_t^{hvac}| + P_t^{ewh} + P_t^{crit} \right) + b_t^{dch} \left( |Q_t^{hvac}| + P_t^{ewh} + P_t^{crit} + M \right), \forall t \in T;
\]
\[
P_t^{PV} \geq b_t^{ch} \left( |Q_t^{hvac}| + P_t^{ewh} + P_t^{crit} \right), \forall t \in T;
\]
\[
P_t^{PV} + P_t^{ch} + P_t^{import} = P_t^{ch} + |Q_t^{hvac}| + P_t^{ewh} + P_t^{crit} + P_t^{export}, \forall t \in T.
\]

Constraints (7) and (8) state that HVAC and EWH systems can be operated at any continuous power level capped by their maximum ratings. It is worthwhile to note that \(Q_t^{hvac}\) can take both positive and negative values depending on the external temperature. Positive values of \(Q_t^{hvac}\) in Equation (3) indicate that the HVAC unit is operated in heating mode, while negative values represent the cooling operation when the external temperature is higher than the HVAC set point temperature. Comfort limits for indoor ambient temperature and DHW temperature are imposed in Constraints (9) and (10), respectively. Constraints (11) and (12) ascertain that the total demand for flexible appliances, i.e., HVAC and EWH, does not change compared to business-as-usual consumption over the scheduling period, i.e., 24 h. It is worthwhile mentioning that Constraints (11) and (12) are necessary to avoid any increase in total energy consumption via activating flexibility of the appliances. The variation in state of charge of the storage is captured in Constraint (13). The charging and discharging rates of the electric storage are bounded in Constraint (14) and (15), respectively. Constraint (16) prevents the simultaneous charging and discharging of the storage. Constraint (17) restricts the state of charge (SOC) of storage within specified limits. Constraints (18) and (19) ensure that the storage is charged only from excess PV generation. In other words, the storage can be charged only if PV generation exceeds the local load. The power balance is maintained via Constraint (20). It is notable that no load or renewable generation curtailment is allowed, and that DR is not applicable to critical loads.

The resulting model is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model and the existing solution approaches or commercial solvers cannot guarantee finding the global solution, although a high-quality solution might be obtained [21]. To this end, the MINLP model was reformulated into a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model that could be effectively embedded into an HEMS. A product of a binary variable and a continuous variable can be easily reformulated into linear expressions [22]. However, to linearize the nonlinear term related to the absolute function, two positive auxiliary variables are used. Since this absolute value is not a part of the objective function, binary variables are applied to ensure the accuracy of the linearization technique. The process is described as follows in Equations (21)–(25):

\[
Q_t^{hvac} = Q_t^h - Q_t^b, \forall t \in T;
\]
\[
|Q_t^{hvac}| = Q_t^h + Q_t^b, \forall t \in T;
\]
\[
Q_t^h \leq b_t^h \cdot Q_{max}^{hvac}, \forall t \in T;
\]
\[
Q_t^b \leq b_t^b \cdot Q_{max}^{hvac}, \forall t \in T;
\]
\[
b_t^h + b_t^b \leq 1, \forall t \in T.
\]

4. Case Studies and Simulation Results

A detached house with a single family in Helsinki is studied in this section. The structure of the house is assumed medium in size and it is insulated according to the minimum requirements of the Finnish Building Code C3, 2010 [23]. The typical thermal insulation levels and characteristics of the building envelope for median house structures used in this study are given in Reference [24]. The mean U-value of the building envelope is 0.47 W/m²/K. The thermodynamic two-capacity model parameters were identified using IDA, which is a simulation tool for studying the indoor climate and energy consumption of buildings [25]. The considered house was a two-floor building with a total floor area of 200 m², i.e., 100 m² per floor, and the parameter values of the two-capacity model for this
house are listed in Table 1. Please note that the given parameters are applicable to Finnish detached houses only.

Table 1. Two-capacity model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_e$, $H_y$, $H_m$, $H_g$, $H_x$</td>
<td>W/°C</td>
<td>58, 66, 1032, 10, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_l$, $C_m$</td>
<td>W·min/°C</td>
<td>217, 1868.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_x$</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The house was equipped with PV modules, an HVAC unit, EWH and some critical load. The house was also equipped with an HEMS to prioritize the consumption of the PV modules. It was connected to a distribution grid through an interconnection with a high capacity, enabling electricity exchanges at a flat tariff. It was assumed that 10 PV modules of 500 W$_p$ each were installed on the roof. We considered Sunpreme-made [26] PV modules with specifications detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Specifications of photovoltaic (PV) module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model type</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAXIMA GXB 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated output at standard conditions (PV$_{max}$)</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-circuit current (I$_{sc}$)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module efficiency at standard conditions (η)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal operating cell temperature (NOCT)</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1981 × 1308 × 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rating of the HVAC unit was 6 kW with 100% efficiency. The ambient temperature preference was set to 21 °C and the ground node temperature $T_g$ was assumed constant at 10 °C. The EWH was rated 2 kW with the total volume of DHW tank as 200 L. Hot-water temperature priority was 60 °C. It was assumed that temperature of inlet cold water for EWH operation was 10 °C. Furthermore, without loss of generality, it was assumed that the daily DHW consumption profile of a household remained the same throughout a year [27]. The DHW profile is depicted in Figure 2 [28]. According to statistics provided in Reference [27], the total daily consumption considered here is well suitable for a dwelling occupied by 3–4 persons in Finland. Building occupancy was rendered continuous over the study period. Initial ambient and DHW temperatures were set to 21 °C and 60 °C, respectively. It was assumed that the weather parameters for the following day could be forecasted without significant uncertainties. The critical load used in this study were the energy consumption data of a typical residential consumer in Helsinki relying on a district heating facility for space heating, cooling, and hot-water consumption. The profile of such a consumer, thus, contains only the critical load.

The months of January, May, July, and October were selected to represent winter, spring, summer, and autumn seasons, respectively, and the simulation was performed for each day of the representative months separately and serially. In general, LMI and LGMI indices may experience significant day-to-day variations within a month. Therefore, the indices computed in this study were the average of daily indices over the month. Considering ten-minute resolution, there were 144 time slots per day. Figure 3 depicts the PV generation in different seasons obtained using Equations (1) and (2). According to the PV generation profiles, the capacity factors of PV for the winter, spring, summer, and autumn seasons were 0.438%, 17.14%, 14.82%, and 1.824%, respectively.

Simulations were performed on Matlab software while the optimization problem was solved in GAMS using the CPLEX solver. The simulations were performed for the following four case studies:

- Case I: In this case, the model was solved for the base case considering no storage and DR. This case serves as a comparison benchmark for other cases.
Case II: In this case, only the storage option was considered as available flexibility to minimize the power exchanges with the grid.

Case III: Here, only DR was employed instead of the storage option.

Case IV: The complete proposed model including both storage and DR options was simulated in this case.

For space heating, cooling, and hot-water consumption. The profile of such a consumer, thus, contains only the critical load.

The months of January, May, July, and October were selected to represent winter, spring, summer, and autumn seasons, respectively, and the simulation was performed for each day of the representative months separately and serially. In general, LMI and LGMI indices may experience significant day-to-day variations within a month. Therefore, the indices computed in this study were the average of daily indices over the month. Considering ten-minute resolution, there were 144 time slots per day. Figure 3 depicts the PV generation in different seasons obtained using Equations (1) and (2). According to the PV generation profiles, the capacity factors of PV for the winter, spring, summer, and autumn seasons were 0.438%, 17.14%, 14.82%, and 1.824%, respectively.

In addition to the above case studies, sensitivity analyses were performed to investigate the impact of increasing PV generation and storage capacities on the matching indices.

4.1. Case I: The Base Case without Storage and DR

The proposed model was simulated for all seasons under strict comfort requirements, i.e., ambient temperature and DHW temperature were maintained at 21 °C and 60 °C, respectively, for all 4464 time slots. The disaggregated annual loads calculated using Equations (3)–(5), along with the temperature
profile, are illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen that the HVAC loads heavily contributed to the total residential load during all seasons. The ambient temperature needed to be obliged at all times. In contrast, EWH loads depended on the DHW usage which was dominant in specific hours during the daytime only. The negative correlation of PV output with Finnish seasonal consumption is evident from Figures 3 and 4.

LMI and LGMI were calculated for the simulated loads and PV generation using Equations (26) and (27), respectively, and the results are displayed in Figure 5. For this case, due to low PV generation in the winter and autumn, the resulting LMI was very low but LGMI values indicated that the entire PV generation was consumed by the load. Due to the diurnal cycle of PV, a full load could not be satisfied with PV even in the summer and spring seasons. Moreover, some PV generation was exported to the grid in these seasons. The results indicate the need of demand-side flexibility and/or a storage system in order to better utilize the PV generation.

\[
LMI = \frac{1}{N} \times \sum_{t \in T} \min \left( 1, \frac{g_{t} + bb_{t}}{l_{t}} \right).
\]  

(26)

\[
LGMI = \frac{1}{N} \times \sum_{t \in T} \min \left( 1, \frac{l_{t}}{g_{t} + bb_{t}} \right).
\]  

(27)

Figure 4. Disaggregated annual residential load and external temperature.

Figure 5. Matching indices comparison for different seasons in Case I.
4.2. Case II: Matching of Demand and PV Generation Using Storage

In this case, an electric storage of 10 kWh capacity was integrated into the HEMS. The charging and discharging efficiencies were assumed to be 90% each. It was assumed that the initial SOC was 25% of the rated capacity at the beginning of the simulation and the resulting SOC at the end of each day in a month was made available for the next day in each simulation. The storage stored the excess amount of PV production during the day time so that it could be utilized later when PV production was negligible or zero. The storage could not take part in power exchanges with the grid. The remaining simulation parameters remained the same as in Case I. To showcase the effectiveness of the model, the operation of two consecutive days of spring are demonstrated in Figure 6. Undoubtedly, the storage operation was more demanding due to high PV generation in this season. The matching indices calculated in this case are illustrated in Figure 7. The improvement in the indices was substantial in the case of spring and summer seasons. Indices for summer and spring were improved due to high PV productions in these periods. The improvements in LMI were 18.05% and 33.51% for the spring and summer seasons, respectively. However, there was also a slight improvement in LGMI for these two seasons. The LMI improvements in the other seasons were not significant due to very low PV production. It is worthwhile pointing out that the proposed objective function targeted both matching indices since both of them improved in comparison to the first case.

![Figure 6. Load balance of the household for two typical spring days in Case II.](image)

![Figure 7. Matching indices comparison for different seasons in Case II.](image)
4.3. Case III: Matching of Demand and PV Generation Using DR

Here, it was assumed that the temperature of DHW could range between 55 °C and 65 °C, which is in accordance with the Finnish building code. The ambient temperature of the house could hover between 20.5 °C and 21.5 °C, i.e., a temperature dead band of 1 °C. It must be noted that such a minor variation from the HVAC set point does not result in discomfort as long as the total HVAC demand remains constant. There is no storage device in this case. Figure 8 illustrates that the DR provided a high-ramping capability of matching the consumption with PV production, thanks to building thermal inertia. This is due to the high portion of HVAC loads in the total residential demand (see Figure 4). It can be seen that total load was perfectly matched with PV production for some time slots. At times when there was no PV generation, the imported power was equal to the total load, which is visible in Figure 8. The calculated LMI and LGMI indices are depicted in Figure 9. The values imply that the DR option is more feasible compared to the 10 kWh storage. Compared to the first case, the improvements in LMI were 34% and 38.58% for spring and summer seasons, respectively. Moreover, this DR framework also improved the LMI for winter and autumn seasons to a reasonable extent.

4.4. Case IV: Matching of Demand and PV Generation Using Both Storage and DR

We utilized both the storage and DR options in this case. The parameters of storage and DR load remained the same as in Cases II and III, respectively. According to the obtained results, the DR option in coordination with the storage facility promised even better matching capability. The power
balance for the same two days of spring is illustrated in Figure 10. It can be seen that the storage operation was limited due to DR. Instead, the building itself acted as small storage buffer. The building stored the heat energy in its thermal masses. The ramping capability of HVAC loads was much higher compared to the storage, which has limited charging and discharging power. The calculated LMI and LGMI indices are depicted in Figure 11. As can be seen, the LMI indices for all seasons were improved without compromising on LGMI. LMI indices of 46.43% and 51.83% were achieved for spring and summer seasons, respectively. Compared to the base case, there were 46.05% and 53.7% improvements in LMI for spring and summer seasons, respectively. The proposed model resulted in the full self-utilization of PV production in all seasons, as clearly seen in the LGMI values.

![Figure 10. Load balance of the household for two typical spring days in Case IV.](image)

![Figure 11. Matching indices comparison for different seasons in Case IV.](image)

The dynamics of the matching indices obtained for different cases and seasons are summarized in Table 3. It can be inferred from the trend that summer and spring are the seasons in which matching can be improved significantly in Finland. High values of these indices imply that there is less power exchange with the grid. Ideally, if LMI is 100%, then load is perfectly matched with PV generation and the imported power is zero. Similarly, if LGMI is 100%, then power exported to the grid is zero.
Table 3. Comparison of load-matching index (LMI) and local-generation-matching index (LGMI) for the case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Load-Matching Index (%)</th>
<th>Local-Generation-Matching Index (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case I</td>
<td>Case II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>31.79</td>
<td>37.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>33.72</td>
<td>45.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5. Sensitivity Analyses

In this sub-section, sensitivity analyses were performed to study the influence of increasing PV generation and storage capacities on the LMI for Cases II and IV. In Figure 12, the effects of increasing the storage size from 5 kWh to 30 kWh, with 5 kWh steps, on the LMI for two different PV ratings of 7.5 kW and 10 kW are shown. For both PV capacities, in the spring and summer seasons, the LMI generally improved with increasing the storage capacity. Moreover, it can be seen that, in the spring season for the PV\(_{\text{max}}\) equal to 7.5 kW, there was no improvement in the LMI for higher storage capacities, which implies that the PV production was not enough to efficiently utilize the full storage capacity. However, there is a very small improvement for winter and autumn seasons. This might have been due to low and random PV generation in the winter and autumn that did not follow the exact diurnal pattern, which is also evident from Figure 3. The storage size did not have any substantial effect on these seasons. An LMI of 76.78% could be achieved in summer with a 10 kW peak of PV and a storage capacity of 30 kWh. As can be seen in Figure 12b for the spring and summer, unlike Figure 12a, increasing the storage capacity affected the LMI together with a higher PV capacity.

Figure 12. Impact of increasing storage capacity on load-matching index (LMI) in Case II: (a) PV\(_{\text{max}}\) = 7.5 kW; (b) PV\(_{\text{max}}\) = 10 kW.

Figure 13 illustrates the dynamics of LMI in the presence of both the storage and DR options, i.e., Case IV. Compared to Figure 12, this coordination with the DR resulted in LMI improvements for all seasons; however, it can be seen that less storage capacity was necessary to reach more or less the same
LMI. For example, in Figure 12a for the spring season, the maximum LMI was obtained after investing in a storage device with 20 kWh capacity, while, in Figure 13a, roughly the same LMI was obtained by investing in only 5 kWh storage. Here, the combined benefits of storage and DR were the main reason for such an outcome. For lower storage sizes, the coordination results in better matching than using just the storage devices. The major reason is the limited operation of storage in the presence of building thermal dynamics. The efficiency of storage also plays a prominent role at higher capacities. However, an LMI of 81.37% was achieved for the summer with PV \( \text{max} = 10 \) kW and a storage capacity of 30 kWh.
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**Figure 12.** Impact of increasing storage capacity on LMI in Case IV: (a) PV \( \text{max} = 7.5 \) kW; (b) PV \( \text{max} = 10 \) kW.

**Figure 13.** Impact of increasing storage capacity on LMI in Case IV: (a) PV \( \text{max} = 7.5 \) kW; (b) PV \( \text{max} = 10 \) kW.

5. Conclusions

This paper studied the potential of supplying local load with on-site PV generation. The proposed model uses storage and DR options to maximize the self-utilization of PV generation in a grid-connected detached house. LMI and LGMI were used to evaluate the degree of match. The results indicate that there is a high seasonal variation between the match of load and local generation in Finland. In Finnish conditions, a small-size storage system coordinated with DR was proven to be a very promising solution to address the load-matching issue. This study utilized electric storage, while domestic-storage space heaters are also another option to be considered. However, both storage systems serve a similar purpose with respect to the load-matching issue. It was also found that LMI and LGMI could be significantly improved for spring and summer seasons, as local PV generation is higher in these seasons. However, such improvements require a huge investment in PV and storage technologies for independent operation of the building.
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Nomenclature

Indices and sets

- $t, T$: Index and set of time slot

Parameters

- $c_w$: Specific heat capacity of water (J/kg/K)
- $C_a$: Indoor air heat capacity (J/°C)
- $C_m$: Building fabric capacity (J/°C)
- $D_{hvac}^{max}$: HVAC daily demand for consumption as usual (W·h)
- $D_{ewh}^{max}$: EWH daily demand for consumption as usual (W·h)
- $C_{ref}^{max}$: Solar constant, i.e., 1000 W/m²
- $H_e$: Heat conductance (W/°C) between external air and indoor air node points
- $H_g$: Heat conductance (W/°C) between indoor air and ground node points
- $H_m$: Heat conductance (W/°C) between indoor air and building mass node points
- $H_x$: Heat conductance (W/°C) between external air and building mass node points
- $I_{sc}^{max}$: Short-circuit current of a PV cell (A)
- $M$: A big number
- $NOCT$: Normal operating cell temperature of PV module (K)
- $PV_{max}^{max}$: Rated maximum yield of the PV system (W)
- $P_{max}^{max}$: Rated maximum power of EWH (W)
- $P_{cric}^{max}$: Critical load at time $t$ (W)
- $Q_{hvac}^{max}$: Rated maximum power of HVAC unit (W)
- $S$: Insolation level (mW/cm²)
- $SOC_{max}$, $SOC_{min}$: Maximum and minimum limits for SOC of electric storage (Wh)
- $T_{max}^e$, $T_{min}^e$: Maximum and minimum limits for ambient temperature (°C)
- $T_f$: External temperature at time $t$ (°C)
- $T_{in}$: Temperature of inlet cold water in the hot water tank (°C)
- $T_{g}$: Ground node temperature (°C)
- $T_{jre f}^{ref}$: Reference cell temperature of PV module (°C)
- $T_{dhw}^{max}$, $T_{dhw}^{min}$: Maximum and minimum limits for DHW temperature (°C)
- $V_{tank}$: Volume of hot water tank of household (L)
- $V_{use}^{max}$: Volume of hot water used at time $t$ (L)
- $\eta_{c}$, $\eta_{d}$: Charging/discharging efficiency of electric storage

Variables

- $b_{ch}^{t}$, $b_{dch}^{t}$: Charging and discharging decisions of electric storage at time $t$
- $b_{b_1}^{t}$: Binary decisions associated with auxiliary variables
- $g_t$: Total generation from the RES at time $t$ (W)
- $G_t$: Irradiance at time $t$ (W)
- $l_t$: Total load at time $t$ (W)
- $p_{ewh}^{t}$: EWH power consumption at time $t$ (W)
- $p_{ch}^{t}$, $p_{dch}^{t}$: Charging and discharging power of electric storage at time $t$ (W)
- $P_{import}^{t}$: Power flow from the building to electrical grid (W)
- $P_{import}^{t}$: Power flow from the electrical grid into the building (W)
- $P_{PV}^{t}$: PV production at time $t$ (W)
- $Q_{hvac}^{t}$: HVAC power consumption at time $t$ (W)
- $SO_{t_{ES}}$: SOC of electric storage at time $t$ (W·h)
- $T_j$: PV cell operating temperature at time $t$ (K)
- $T_{a}^{max}$, $T_{a}^{min}$: Ambient temperature at time $t$ (°C)
- $T_{dhw}^{max}$, $T_{dhw}^{min}$: DHW temperature at time $t$ (°C)
- $T_{m}^{max}$, $T_{m}^{min}$: Building mass temperature at time $t$ (°C)
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